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Abstract—A novel silicon photonics integrated reconfigurable
nested Mach–Zehnder interferometer including tunable splitters
and four independent phase modulators has been designed and
fabricated. The architecture enables the generation of offset-free
phase–amplitude constellations such as QPSK and 16-QAM by em-
ploying simple binary signals with equal peak-to-peak amplitude.
The adoption of tunable splitters introduces novel features such as
reconfiguration of the output constellation without modification of
the RF waveform settings, as well as compensation for imperfec-
tions related to fabrication tolerances. The solution presented in
this paper is based on travelling wave MZIs and thermally tunable
splitters based on doped rib waveguides heated by Joule effect.
The scheme minimizes the complexity of the employed architec-
ture together with one of the driving signals. Numerical analysis
has been also conducted to better investigate the system behavior
and parameter optimization, evaluating the impact of suboptimum
settings that might occur in a real implementation. Experimental
results show the generation of QPSK signals up to 28 Gbd and
16-QAM signals up to 20 Gbd with measured bit error rate below
the conventional FEC level.

Index Terms—Si integration platform, photonic integrated cir-
cuits (PICs), Coherent transmitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, photonic integration represents the key tech-
nology to reduce the costs (in terms of both capex and

opex), the energy consumption and the size of the optical
components, thus allowing mass production of cost-effective
high-performance photonic integrated circuits (PICs) [1]–[4].
Moreover, integration technologies can increase the stability,
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reliability and robustness of optical transceivers. Silicon photon-
ics provide significant leverage in design and low-cost fabrica-
tion of small foot-print device (smaller than alternative platform
such as InP or LiNbO3) [3]. Silicon photonics is also strategic
in view of monolithic integration with complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor-based electronics. This way, the shortest
possible electric interconnects between electronics and photon-
ics could be allowed, and both bondwires and bondpads, usually
detrimental for high speed performance, could be avoided. Re-
cent developments also demonstrated the possibility to include
laser sources by exploiting heterogeneous integration [4]. Nowa-
days, a capacity of 100 Gb/s exploiting Si-based modules with
dual-polarization quadrature phase shift keying per channel is
almost available for metro-regional applications [5], and opti-
cal coherent technology offers enormous advantages with re-
spect to systems based on direct detection [6]. In this scenario,
monolithic integration with the electronics is also crucial for
mass–volume production of transceivers requiring digital signal
processing. Another important aspect for the next-generation
optical networks is the spectral efficiency, which can be in-
creased by exploiting more complex modulation formats such
as 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Several archi-
tectures to implement 16-QAM signals have been investigated,
as in [7]–[10]. Among these, in a previous work we proposed
a solution based on a reconfigurable dual-drive in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) modulator structure, allowing a 16-QAM signal
generation as well as QPSK and others formats [10]. In particu-
lar, the proposed structure enables 16-QAM generation by sim-
ply driving the modulator with equal-amplitude binary electrical
signals, thus avoiding complex electronics for the generation
of multiple-level signals [12]. Moreover, the presence of tun-
able optical splitters in [10] allows energy-efficient offset-free
16-QAM generation and minimize the required phase modula-
tors. In [11], the proposed architecture has been monolithically
integrated on a InP platform. However, the high spurious ampli-
tude modulation occurring in p-n junction-based phase modu-
lators limited the capabilities of the circuit so much so that only
QPSK modulation was successfully demonstrated.

An equivalent reconfigurable nested Mach–Zehnder interfer-
ometer (RN-MZI) architecture is presented in this paper ex-
ploiting, for the first time, a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform
developed through a multi-project wafer run [13]. This work
is an extension of [14], demonstrating successful back-to-back
coherent transmission of 16-QAM up to 20 Gbd and represents
a proof-of-concept of the proposed architecture.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the proposed 16-QAM transmitter with two nested Mach–Zehnder interferometers, including TC and a thermally TPS. The logic diagram for
16-QAM generation as combination of two 4APSK is also shown.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II the basic
concept of the transmitter architecture is presented. Section
III is focused on numerical simulations, for investigating on
system behavior and the impact of sub-optimum settings that
might occur in a real implementation. Section IV describes the
PIC design, while Section V reports on experimental results
including characterization, testing and a back-to-back transmis-
sion experiment with different PIC configurations.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the proposed RN-MZI. A de-
tailed description of the operation principle is reported in [11],
including numerical analysis to predict the system behavior and
discussions about the impact of possible sub-optimum settings
in real implementations. The device comprises four phase mod-
ulators (L1 , L2 , L3 , L4) embedded in a double-nested MZI,
and tunable optical splitters/couplers (TC). With respect to a
conventional dual-drive IQ Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM),
the tunable splitters in the RN-MZI architecture enable the re-
configurability feature: it should be noted that, although in this
implementation all splitters/couplers are implemented as TCs,
this is not strictly required, as reconfigurability requires only
splitters TCA, TCB and TCC to be tunable. Adopting proper
splitting ratios, the modulator can easily map (up to four) binary
tributaries onto QPSK, four-level optical amplitude and phase
shift keying (4APSK), 16-QAM or even more exotic constella-
tion such as hexagonal 16-QAM [10]. Generation of 16-QAM
can be achieved by simply driving the modulator with four elec-
trical binary signals with equal peak-to-peak amplitude. In a first
configuration (see Fig. 1), a 16-QAM generation is obtained as
a combination of two 4APSK signals. To this aim, splitter TCA
is kept balanced at 50/50, while splitters TCB and TCC are set
to a power splitting ratio equal to 80/20, corresponding to an
amplitude ratio of 2. In the top arm (T-arm, MZ1), a 4APSK
constellation is produced, corresponding to the in-phase com-
ponent of the target 16-QAM constellation. MZ1 can be biased
either at a maximum (referred to as in-phase biasing condition)
or a minimum (out-of-phase biasing) of its transfer function.
More details on this are provided in Section III of this paper and
in our previous work [11]. In the same way, in the bottom arm
(B-arm) MZ2 provides a second 4APSK, corresponding to the
quadrature component. A thermally tunable phase-shifter (TPS)
is used to adjust the relative phase between T-arm and B-arm. In
order to prevent any residual offset in the final 16-QAM constel-

TABLE I
TUNABLE SPLITTERS AND BIAS CONFIGURATION FOR 16-QAM GENERATION

AS COMBINATION OF 2× 4APSK OR 2× QPSK SIGNALS

2× 4APSK 2× QPSK

Splitter TCA 50/50 80/20
Splitter TCB 80/20 50/50
Splitter TCC 80/20 50/50
MZ1 bias {0, π} ±π/2
MZ2 bias {0, π} ±π/2
TPS relative bias ±π/2 {0, ±π/2, π}

lation, both the 4APSK constellations generated in the MZ1 and
in the MZ2 should be symmetric with respect to the origin of
the complex plane. This is obtained by setting the peak-to-peak
voltage Vpp of the driving binary signals equal to the half wave
voltage Vπ of each of the four phase modulators.

In an alternative configuration, shown in Fig. 2, a 16-QAM
constellation is obtained as a combination of two QPSK signals
with different amplitudes, generated in the two arms respec-
tively, yet requiring only binary driving electronics with the
same Vpp as in the previous case. To this aim, splitter TCA is set
to 80/20 splitting ratio while splitters TCB and TCC are set to a
balanced ratio 50/50. DC bias voltages are also modified to set
both the two arms into quadrature configuration. Table I sum-
marizes tunable splitters and biases values for the two different
configurations.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A numerical model of the proposed architecture has been
implemented in MATLAB environment. The simulation tool al-
lows to independently vary the power splitting ratios of each
input splitter, to set dc biases, peak-to-peak voltage for the RF
driving signals as well as the half wave voltage Vπ for the
phase modulators and the TPS. The tool also takes into ac-
count for additional spurious amplitude modulation occurring
along the phase modulators. In [11] the model was exploited
to investigate in details the potential and critical aspects of the
RN-MZI, analyzing the behavior of the system when deviating
some parameter from the ideal values. In particular that analysis
focused on the deviation of driving signals’ peak-to-peak volt-
age Vpp from Vπ , the impact of splitting ratio inaccuracy and
spurious amplitude modulation along the phase modulators: in
the case Vpp deviates from Vπ , the resulting phase shift is not
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the proposed 16-QAM transmitter when operating in 2× QPSK configuration.

sufficient enough to rotate the four phasors as desired and this
induces a residual offset in the constellation. Optical splitters
set the amplitude of the interfering fields within the modula-
tor; therefore, splitting ratio inaccuracy affects the symbol dis-
tance, resulting into an inhomogeneous distance among different
symbols inside the constellation, leading to performance wors-
ening. In addition, spurious amplitude modulation may occur
in phase modulators [2]; this means that the optical phasors,
while rotating over the complex plane according to the applied
signals, are affected by amplitude variation too. This may lead
to the presence of an offset in the constellation and unequally
spaced constellation symbols that might be partially mitigated
through a further tuning of the power splitters.

When all parameters are optimized, the modulator is able to
generate an offset free 16-QAM constellation. Furthermore, it
is worth discussing about transitions between consecutive sym-
bols too. Despite 16-QAM symbols are symmetric with respect
to the origin of the complex plane and the resulting constella-
tion is offset free, transitions might not be symmetric, therefore
resulting in a residual offset in the temporal waveform, that
might impact on its energy efficiency. Transitions depend on
both temporal pulse response and DC biases, that determine
how contributions from the four independent phase modulators
are combined together. Fig. 3(a) shows transitions when QPSK
is generated in one arm of the modulator. Fig. 3(b) and (c) are re-
ferred to generation of 4APSK: the inner dual-drive MZM (e.g.,
MZ1) can be biased either at a maximum (Fig. 3(b), in-phase bi-
asing) or a minimum (see Fig. 3(c), out-of-phase biasing) of its
transfer function. When in-phase biasing is chosen, larger tran-
sitions occur with respect to out-of-phase biasing, thus causing
a waste of energy. Observing the complete 16-QAM constella-
tion including transitions, it is clear that in-phase biasing (see
Fig. 3(d)) results in large asymmetry and high transition peaks.
This implies a residual offset in the temporal waveform that
causes a waste of energy, thus reducing energy efficiency. On
the contrary, out-of-phase biasing (see Fig. 3(e)) exhibits much
higher symmetry and lower transition peaks and is therefore
more suitable for implementation. It should be noted that these
same transitions can be obtained also when 16-QAM is gener-
ated as a combination of two QPSK, provided that the relative
phase is properly chosen: even though any multiple of π/2 leads
to 16-QAM constellation, only one (out of four possible values)
minimizes transitions.

Fig. 3. Numerical simulations showing transitions for different modula-
tor settings: (a) QPSK generation through pure phase modulation in MZ1;
(b) generation of 4APSK in case of in-phase biasing; (c) generation of 4APSK
in case of out-of-phase biasing; (d) generation of 16-QAM in case of in-phase
biasing; (e) generation of 16-QAM in case of out-of-phase biasing.

IV. PHOTONIC INTEGRATION DESIGN

The design of the integrated RN-MZI was based on the pro-
cess flow and the design rules provided by the selected Si
photonic platform. In particular, a multi-project wafer run on a
standard 220 nm thick SOI platform provided by CMC-IME was
chosen [13]. The PIC was designed for single TE polarization
with input output coupling obtained through single-polarization
grating couplers [15]. The main building blocks of the proposed
PIC are the tunable splitters and the MZI modulators. Fig. 4
shows the RN-MZI circuit layout and a picture of a fabricated
sample.

A. Tunable Splitter

The splitter was designed in order to achieve a continuous
tunability of the power splitting ratio from 0% to 50% in order
to allow the full re-configuration of the PIC. The tunable splitter
was made of a balanced MZI provided with TPS on each arm
and 50/50 directional couplers at the input and output. Fig. 5
shows the tunable coupler scheme (a) and the cross sections of
the directional coupler (b) and the designed TPS (c). The 50/50
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Fig. 4. RN-MZI circuit layout (top) and a picture of a fabricated sample
(bottom).

Fig. 5. (a) Tunable coupler schematic. (b) Directional coupler cross section.
(c) Thermal phase shifter cross section.

directional coupler is based on rib waveguides with 500 nm
wide core and 90 nm thick slab separated by a 200 nm gap (see
Fig. 5(b)). Finite element method (FEM) as well as 3-D finite
difference time domain (FDTD) simulations were performed in
order to determine the proper length of the device, accounting
for the contribution of the input and output bends. Fig. 6 shows
a top view of the beam propagation at 1550 nm as calculated by
the FDTD when the coupling ratio is 50% (a) and the evaluated
power coupling ratio at 1550 nm as a function of the straight
section length (b). Fig. 6(b) shows the FDTD results for four dif-
ferent straight section length (black circles). The FDTD results
were fitted according to the relation [16]:

k = sin
(

π

2Lx
(x + xbend)

)2

(1)

Fig. 6. (a) Top view of the beam propagation at 1550 nm (FDTD). (b) Power
coupling ratio at 1550 nm as a function of the straight section length.

Fig. 7. TPS phase shift versus dissipated power at 1550 nm. In the inset it
is shown a qualitative distribution of the temperature when the waveguide is
heated up.

where k is the power coupling, Lx is the cross-over length and
xbend is the equivalent coupler length due to the access bends
when the straight section is 0 μm. From the fit a 50/50 coupling
at 1550 nm is derived for a straight section of 3.75 μm.

The TPS (see Fig. 5(c)) consist of a 300 μm straight rib
waveguide that is lightly n-type doped. Lateral metal contacts
allow the injection of an electric current. From an electrical
perspective the device is a resistance heated up by Joule effect.
Extensive thermal simulations were performed with an FEM
commercial software in order to determine the phase shifter ef-
ficiency. Fig. 7 shows the expected phase shift versus dissipated
power at 1550 nm wavelength. In the proposed configuration the
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current flows right through the waveguide and the Joule effect
occurs at the center of the waveguide, see the inset of Fig. 7,
maximizing the thermo-optic effect. The designed phase shifter
is 300 μm long with an expected efficiency of 51 mW for a 2π
phase shift.

B. MZI Modulator

The RN-MZI core consists of two travelling wave MZIs
(TWMZI). Each TWMZI is a balanced MZI where each RF
arm is a segmented 3 mm long p-n junction rib waveguide
driven by an Aluminum (Al) transmission line (TL). The mod-
ulator design involved two main studies. The first part of the
design was dedicated to the definition of the waveguide cross
section in terms of geometry and doping in order to optimize the
modulation efficiency and bandwidth. The second task was ded-
icated to the segmented TL with two main objectives: the match-
ing of the RF and optical mode velocities, and the achievement
of an equivalent impedance of 50 Ω for the TL loaded with the
p-n junction.

The p-n junction was studied by TCAD simulations in order
to determine the junction capacitance and optimize the series
resistance per unit length complying with the available process
design rules. With the available doping, a junction capacitance
lower than 1.6 pF/cm was estimated for reverse bias larger than
1 V and a series resistance as low as 1 Ω·cm.

The waveguide properties at different electrical biases were
studied with a commercial mode solver integrating free carriers
simulations in order to assess the insertion loss and modula-
tion efficiency. An average insertion loss per arm of 6 dB was
estimated as well as a Vπ L product of 2.2 V·cm. From this
simulation an optical group index of 3.9 was evaluated.

The group index should be matched by the loaded TL effec-
tive index in order to match the RF and optical mode velocities.
In particular, as the RF mode is largely faster than the optical
one, the p-n junction capacitance is used to load the TL and
slow down the RF mode [17]. A commercial FEM software
was used to evaluate the effective index and impedance of the
TL without load and to be used with the results of the TCAD
simulations in order to determine the equivalent effective index
and impedance of the loaded TL. Optimizing the TL geometry
the waveguide optical effective index and the 50 Ω impedance
target were matched at the same time. Fig. 8 shows the cross
section of the designed TL (a), the equivalent impedance and
effective index versus frequency of the TL loaded with the p-n
junction waveguide (b). Both the effective index and the equiv-
alent impedance are fully matched with the desired value of 3.9
and 50 Ω, respectively. In the fabricated device termination load
of 50 Ω has been integrated on the PIC. In particular, the 50 Ω
termination consists of a doped Si area electrically connected at
the end of the TL. Finally Fig. 9 shows the electro-optic band-
width of the segmented TWMZI, calculated at different biases
[17]. The designed modulator exhibit an electro-optical 3 dB
bandwidth of 22 GHz for a matched impedance of 50 Ω when
the p-n junction is biased at 0 V. The bandwidth rapidly in-
creases up to 33 GHz for reverse biases larger than 2 V because
of the p-n junction capacitance reduction.

Fig. 8. (a) Cross section of the TL (left arm). (b) Effective index and equivalent
impedance of the TL loaded with the p-n junction waveguide.

Fig. 9. Simulated electro-optic bandwidth of the segmented TWMZI modu-
lator at different reverse bias.

Fig. 10. Mask layout of a tunable splitter/coupler which consists of a balanced
Mach–Zehnder interferometer with integrated heaters on each branch.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. PIC Characterization

Each building block has been characterized beforehand in or-
der to assess the performances of the modulator. Fig. 10 shows
the mask layout of the tunable splitter/coupler, realized through
a balanced MZI encompassing two 50/50 directional couplers
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Fig. 11. Characteristic of the tunable coupler as a function of the electrical
power injected in one of the heaters for the cross and bar port.

Fig. 12. Optical transfer function of MZ1 as a function of the reverse bias of
L1 for different values of Bias on L2 .

Fig. 13. ER of the modulator as a function of the electrical power given to
one of the tunable couplers.

and TPSs, as detailed in Section IV-A. Any change of the
waveguide refractive index in any of the two arms, induced
by heating of the TPS through injection of an electric current,
unbalances the MZI and therefore changes the phase condition
at the output directional coupler. In Fig. 11 is shown the optical
transfer function of the TC coupler as a function of the electrical

Fig. 14. Optical transfer function of Mach–Zehnder (MZ1) as a function of
the reverse voltage on the phase modulator L2 for 2 condition of the tunable
coupler (point 1 and 2 of Fig. 13). In inset, modeled ER in dB as a function of
the coupler splitting ration of the Mach–Zehnder.

Fig. 15. Optical Transfer function of the nested MZI as a function of the phase
shift given by the TPS.

Fig. 16. Experimental optoelectronic S21 transmission of the TWMZI
modulator.

power injected in one of the heaters for the Cross and Bar port.
The coupling coefficient can be tuned from less than 10% up to
over 90%. The switching efficiency is around 55 mW/FSR (free
spectral range).

The TWMZIs have been characterized measuring the opti-
cal transfer function. As expected from the depletion mecha-
nism, the losses of the modulator over a full FSR are negligible
(<3 dB). Vπ around 4.6 V was measured evaluating the optical
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Fig. 17. Experimental set-up (left) and optical spectra of the generated 16-QAM signals (right).

transfer function of MZ1 as a function of the reverse bias of L1
for different values of Bias on L2 , as shown in Fig. 12.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 13, by properly adjusting the
TC splitting ratio it is possible to arbitrarily control the coupling
coefficient (balance) of the MZI, ranging from nominal 0/100
(point 1) till 50/50 (point 2), enabling a “dazzling” extinction
ratio (ER) in excess of 50 dB. In Fig. 14 are reported the curves
corresponding to the two opposite cases of totally unbalanced
MZI (dashed), or perfectly balanced MZI (solid), corresponding
to points 1 and 2 in Fig. 13, respectively. It should also be noted
that no significant spurious amplitude modulation occurs along
the phase modulators, and this is of particular importance to
achieve pure phase modulation in each TL. The inset in Fig. 14
reports the modelled ER of a MZI as a function of the input
coupler ratio, showing very good matching with Fig. 13.

Finally, in Fig. 15 is reported the optical transfer function
of the whole RN-MZI as a function of the phase shift given
by the TPS. In this case the efficiency is 54 mW/2π and the
characteristic does not exhibit any losses.

In order to evaluate the RF performances of the phase modu-
lators Fig. 16 shows the experimental optoelectronic S21 trans-
mission magnitude of the two arms of one of the fabricated
TWMZI modulators, revealing an experimental 3 dB bandwidth
of about 20 GHz at the operating bias of 5 V. The measured
bandwidth is lower than expected. This is due to thermal ef-
fects at the integrated resistive load. In particular, the large bias
induces a local heating of the Si resistance which increases sig-
nificantly preventing the correct impedance matching with the
TL. A future improvement of this impairment is the integration
of a dc block on chip in order to avoid the resistance heating.
A static Vπ L product of about 2.4 V·cm is estimated which
corresponds for the case of a 3 mm long phase modulator to
about 7 Vpp for a π/2 phase shift as required by the 16-QAM
modulation conditions.

B. QPSK Modulation Experiment

After characterization of the main building blocks, a transmis-
sion experiment in back-to-back with self-homodyne coherent
detection has been set up as shown in Fig. 17. All the electri-
cal bias and RF signals are provided to the whole structure by
means of two multi-contact wedge probes provided with two RF
ground–signal–ground and seven dc probes each. Light is cou-
pled into and collected out of the chip and through single mode

Fig. 18 BER measurements versus OSNR for QPSK generation in both top
arm (MZ1) and bottom arm (MZ2), for symbol rate up to 28 Gbd. Recovered
constellations are shown on the right.

fibers through the grating couplers, which exhibit an insertion
loss of about 5 dB each. An external cavity laser (linewidth =
150 kHz) is used as optical carrier and fed to the transmit-
ter PIC through the input port. Preliminary measurements have
been conducted demonstrating QPSK generation in one single
arm of the nested modulator. In this configuration, only half
of the whole structure (MZ1) is exploited, splitter TCA is to-
tally unbalanced towards the T-arm, while splitter TCB is set
to balanced 50/50 ratio. The RF input pads of the two phase
modulators L1 and L2 of MZ1 are driven by two independent
binary data streams with same Vpp (7 V after RF amplification),
provided by a bit pattern generator (BPG). Proper dc voltages
are coupled through high frequency bias tees for optimum bias-
ing of the TWMZIs. The relative bias difference is optimized to
impose π/2 relative phase to compose the QPSK constellation.
The generated signal is received exploiting coherent detection
as in [11], measuring bit error rate (BER). Noise loading has
been applied to evaluate performance under different OSNR
conditions, and generation and detection of QPSK signal with
BER < 10–3 has been demonstrated up to 28 Gbd in both T-arm
(MZ1) and the B-arm (MZ2). BER measurements are reported
in Fig. 18, together with recovered constellations, for symbol
rate up to 28 Gbd. Error floor appears for the 28 Gbd case, and
was attributed different factors. The first is that at the operating
biases the impedance is not correctly matched because of the
thermal effect discussed in the previous section. The second is
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Fig. 19. Recovered constellations of the generated 16-QAM signals at (a) 10 Gbd and (b) 20 Gbd. (c) BER measurements.

due to possible electrical mismatches in the experimental RF
routing to the PIC. In these conditions electrical RF reflections
may induce the observed floor.

C. 16QAM Modulation

After successful demonstration of QPSK generation in the
two arms, 16-QAM operation has been addressed. Four inde-
pendent binary data streams having all the same Vpp (7 V after
RF amplification) have been applied to the four RF input pads
of the four phase modulators. First, 16-QAM has been obtained
as combination of two QPSK signals, as described in Section II
and shown in Fig. 2, by setting splitter TCA to 80/20 ratio and
splitters TCB and TCC to balanced 50/50. Again, the generated
signal is received exploiting coherent detection, evaluating BER
as function of the OSNR at the receiver. As reference, we con-
sider state-of-the-art systems employing soft-decision forward
error correction, with overhead in the range 7–25%, enabling
pre-FEC BER threshold up to 3.4 · 10−2 or even higher [18].
Performances have been successfully evaluated up to 20 Gbd,
and are reported in Fig. 19(c). However, in this configuration the
modulator exhibits unstable behavior and is sensitive to envi-
ronment condition, showing an error floor. Then, the modulator
was reconfigured, such that 16-QAM is realized as combination
of two orthogonal 4APSK signals, as shown in the operation
principle scheme in Fig. 1. Reconfiguration is easily achieved
by simply operating on tunable splitters and dc biases. Splitter
TCA is set to symmetric 50/50 power ratio while splitters TCB
and TCC are unbalanced to 80/20. DC biases in MZ1 and MZ2
are set to out-of-phase condition (see Section II), while π/2 rela-
tive phase is imposed between T-arm and B-arm by changing the
injected current in the TPS. This configuration appeared more
stable and allowed improved performance, as reported in Fig. 19.
Correct generation of a 16-QAM constellation is demonstrated
for symbol rate up to 20 Gbd. The optical spectra and recovered
constellations are reported in Figs. 17 and 19, respectively.

These results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme and bring a significant improvement with respect to
results obtained with InP implementation [11]. Nevertheless,
it is worth discussing about the performance gap experienced
between the two different configurations. In principle, same per-
formance would be expected when generating 16-QAM through

combination of two QPSK or, alternatively, two 4APSK. As
mentioned in Sections II and III, both configurations may lead
to offset free constellations and same transitions between sym-
bols. However, in our experimental implementation, the sample
PIC appeared to be more suitable for implementing the latter.
This is motivated by a higher required current to be injected in
the thermally-controlled tunable splitters for the QPSK-based
configuration. With respect to the 4APSK-based configuration,
this resulted in a less stable temperature control of the PIC.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel Silicon integrated reconfigurable double nested
Mach–Zehnder interferometer has been designed, fabricated and
characterized. This novel PIC is based on a single IQ modulator
structure including optical power splitters with tunable split-
ting ratio and four independent phase modulators driven by four
equal-amplitude binary signals. Each thermally tunable splitter
consists of a balanced MZI with thermal phase shifters based on
doped rib waveguides heated by Joule effect, while the modula-
tor core is based on two travelling wave with RF arms consisting
of segmented 3 mm long p-n junction rib waveguide driven by
an Al TL.

The transmitter architecture enables mapping of up to four
independent electrical binary data streams onto offset-free re-
configurable output constellations (QPSK, 4APSK, 16-QAM).
Furthermore, fine tuning of the mentioned splitting ratios also
enables compensation for imperfections related to the fabrica-
tion. Generation of optical 16-QAM exploiting only binary elec-
tronic driving signals has been successfully demonstrated up to
20 Gbd. Reconfigurability features have been proved, demon-
strating 16-QAM generation either as combination of two QPSK
signals or by combining two 4APSK. Furthermore, QPSK op-
eration up to 28 Gbd has been demonstrated exploiting pure
phase modulation into one half of the structure, employed as a
dual-drive MZM.

This solution introduces reconfigurability features and brings
advantages with respect to conventional 16-QAM schemes,
that typically produce either a constellation with an offset, or
make use of more complex architectures, or they are driven
by multiple-level signals or by binary signals with different
amplitudes.
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